
At times Clark defensively surmises that some of her ‘Judaizing’ traits might simply be viewed as the

common language of comic opera and theatre. No doubt some readers may accuse Clark of over-interpreting

in her search for implicit, encoded meanings, or in ‘over-linking’ ideas across centuries. Indeed, while she

carefully avoids ‘anti-Semitic’ or ‘anti-Semitism’ as anachronistic vocabulary, she freely compares Haydn’s

characterization and Richard Strauss’s depiction of Jews in Salome, describing the apothecary in words

(‘howling’, ‘screaming’, ‘hyper-sexualized’ (118)) more reflective of later fin-de-siècle expression.

In examining a revival of Lo speziale in the late 1890s, however, Clark does place the opera fully within

the fin-de-siècle climate of overt (hyper-)racial politics and in relation to the artistic motivations and Jewish

identities of Robert Hirschfield, the creator of the one-act adaptation Der Apotheker, and Gustav Mahler,

the conductor for performances in Hamburg and Vienna. Clark notes that this revamping, but especially

the opera’s twentieth-century deflation into a Kinderoper, failed to alter the primary image of Haydn as a

politically detached composer of instrumental music and mediocre creator of opera. Although her study

never aimed at the discovery of the ‘hidden Mozart’ in Haydn, Clark makes clear that her search for

‘Haydn’s Jews’ was partially a quest for a more realistically complex composer, one fully engaged in the

‘dynamic politics and culture of his day’ (212). In this quest she has succeeded, as she has widened the

discourse on the ‘politics of difference’ and demonstrated that eighteenth-century operas, including works

of Haydn, hold untapped insights into European views of the ‘Inside Other’.

diana r. hallman
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I would claim that we should treat Mozart’s scores as provisional, not as definitive. If they objectify

anything, that is not an authorial intention but a potential for action. If we claim that his notation

encodes anything, then I would rather it were a conversation than an intention: a dialogue between

the performer and the composer. And a dialogue isn’t static, of course: it’s not a freeze-frame; it’s

a living process, and it belongs in the realm of performance. The Music is not the Score. I want to

develop that idea of performance as creative engagement throughout the following pages. (x)

These sentences, quoted from the author’s Preface, sum up the essence of John Irving’s second book on

Mozart’s piano sonatas. The approach is challenging, and the result yields refreshing thoughts.

The book consists of two parts of unequal length: the longer one deals with the visual study of the score

(part 1: ‘Reading Texts’), the shorter one with the actual playing of the music (part 2: ‘Playing Texts’). The

second half of part 1 and part 2 as a whole complement each other nicely, as two sides of the same coin. On

the one hand, sensible analytical observations and comparisons of autographs and printed editions show

remarkable insight into Mozart’s workshop; on the other, the ideas and experiences of the practical musi-

cian evoke the living organism of the music.

Tackling the book in retrogade order, chapter 7 in part 2, ‘Embellishing Mozart’s Texts’, offers original

thoughts on the subject. ‘Should We Do It?’ sounds the initial question, in response to which the author
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fleshes out the details of his argument with a careful sense of responsibility. Important, sometimes disputable,

issues arise, and tasteful examples are suggested for embellishments in k457/iii (successive returns of the

opening theme), k570/i and k309/ii. Irving’s foremost hero in this respect is Robert Levin, of course, but

due attention is also given to the recordings of Ronald Brautigam, Tom Beghin and Andreas Staier.

The minutely detailed analysis of the Andante un poco adagio of k309 (126–131) raises two interesting

issues. The first, setting out from the well-known pedagogical background of the sonata – which, according

to Irving, explains the painstakingly notated variants and embellishments of the movement – proposes that

what was prescribed for a teenaged pupil of Mozart might surely be transformed by an educated player:

‘[Mozart’s] notated embellishments may be regarded as exemplary . . . ways in which phrases may be

decorated on repetition. But to the experienced player, ‘‘may be’’ is not necessarily ‘‘must be’’ ’ (128). The

second point touches on a broader issue, though Irving does not look beyond Mozart, or indeed the move-

ment under discussion. He observes that while ‘Mozart bothers to overlay his score with a plethora of

subtle expressive markings, . . . the actual sound of this music is something else entirely: it sounds like

an improvisation’ (130). Quite true: over-elaborate notation, especially in rhythmic details, often signals a

maximum effort on the composer’s part to achieve the impression of expressive freedom, or rubato. Perhaps

Mozart is not even the most characteristic example of this; several movements of the mature Haydn sonatas

(hXVI:42/i, 48/i, 49/ii) or the Fünf Lieder, Op. 3, by Anton Webern might serve as typical examples.

One hardly encounters a serious book on music today that would be content without constant references

to the more fashionable authors of literary criticism, designed to make the study appear well informed or

‘up to the mark’. Part of my problem with the first three chapters of Irving’s volume is that the long-winded

discussions of the ideas of Saussure, Jauss, Gadamer, Iser, Fish and others – valuable in themselves, of

course – are not in harmony with the basically practical character of the book. My other problem is that

the equally lengthy discourse upon two-part vs three-part sonata form in these same chapters, as I see it,

does not lead to any fresh revelations. Surely the textbooks by Koch, Reicha, Galeazzi, Marx and others

have been sufficiently treated to detailed accounts in the recent as well as the not so recent literature. And

it must be my fault, but I find Irving’s idea of an ‘ethical choice’ for the performer between playing an

opening movement according to the structural concept of the composer’s own lifetime (two-part), and

playing it according to that of a subsequent generation (three-part), simply incomprehensible (see the dis-

cussion on pages 40–46). Perhaps in a movement like the Allegro of k283, with only a short ‘mid-section’

after the double bar, one might render the old binary form perceptible; but, paradoxically, Irving’s model

examples for the analysis are movements with exceptionally substantial development sections, like the Andante

of k533, or the Allegro maestoso opening movement of k310. How do I ‘communicate’ whether I consider

the highly dramatic development section of the A minor sonata as the first half of the second part of a two-

part form, or the middle part of a three-part form?

The message of Irving’s book is that the ‘understanding of Mozart’s piano sonatas’ happens through

performance, in a manner that is appropriate to the musical and social context of Mozart’s own time, as a

reflection of the personal practice of Mozart as composer-performer. To give more weight to his argument,

the author stresses the importance of a flexible and quasi-improvisatory approach as something fundamen-

tally different from the ideals of the nineteenth century. ‘Faithfulness to the score is the absolute touchstone

of the virtuoso tradition [of the romantic era]’, he states in a footnote in the introductory chapter (‘Pretexts’,

page 5), in the course of discussing the art of the nineteenth-century virtuoso musicians. Now, ironically,

another recent book by another keyboardist/musicologist about composer-performers of this later period

concludes just the opposite. Kenneth Hamilton’s highly entertaining as well as scholarly volume After

the Golden Age: Romantic Pianism and Modern Performance (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008)

demonstrates very similar documents and principles – in a different historical context, of course – to those

we read about on the pages of Irving’s Mozart book. That is, Hamilton shows the tremendous imagination,

freedom and artistic vigour of the great pianists from Liszt to Paderewski, in contrast to the pedantic play-

ing of their twentieth-century successors. (‘Oh, you need not take that so literally’, Franz Liszt remarked to

a pupil who strove to reproduce every nuance of the printed score; see Hamilton, After the Golden Age,
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228.) The history of musical interpretation is surely a fascinating and complex matter; but might we not

perhaps say that healthy freedom of performance did not really cease to exist until the advent of the

score-abiding attitude of the twentieth century? (The issue is closely connected with Lydia Goehr’s ‘work

concept’ (The Imaginary Museum of Musical Works: An Essay in the Philosophy of Music (New York: Oxford

University Press, 1992), a frequent point of reference in Irving’s prose.) In Goehr’s thesis Irving finds rein-

forcement for his own ideas regarding pre-1800 performances as partially compliant with the score, as

against perfectly compliant post-1800 performances. The highly influential philosophy of Lydia Goehr is

undeniably useful in a broad sense; nevertheless, it may not be wholly applicable to the virtuoso piano reper-

toire of the nineteenth century.)

A grave deficiency of the book is the lack of sufficient music examples. They appear in only two sec-

tions, in connection with Cipriani Potter’s 1848 edition of Mozart’s sonatas (69–72) and in the discussion

of embellishments (120–127), yet several other important passages cry out for proper illustration. These

concern notational details, a crucial aspect of the volume: the bar-by-bar reproduction of the finger-

ing of k310/i in Louis Adam’s Méthode de piano du Conservatoire (1805), for example, proceeds in long

rows of digits within the prose, with complicated references to the appropriate pitches and rhythms (47–

52); the comparison of slurring between autograph and first edition in k330 and k333, meanwhile, involves

pages of bewildering verbal descriptions (59–63) where a music example or two would have made all

clear.

Unfortunately, the situation is further worsened by Ashgate’s very poor job with the editing of the book.

The number of blunders is so high that one dares not even consider more professional assistance, such as

giving a tighter structure to the content. (For example, there are a number of instances where a particular

movement is analysed more than once; although the standpoint might be somewhat different, redundancies

are inevitable.) None of us is exempt from oversight, but if an author identifies the Rondeau en Polonaise

middle movement of k284 erroneously as ‘minuet and trio’ (82), or mistakes one D major sonata for

another (by ‘strong unisono’ opening he must mean k284 and not k311 (77)), it is surely the editor’s task

to put things right. In addition to the numerous misprints, the list of metronome markings quoted from

Potter’s 1848 edition of the Mozart sonatas (66–67) includes incorrect rhythmic values as units for the num-

bers given (k310/iii; k311/ii); whether these have been taken from the source without rectification or have

become corrupted in the present print is hard to tell.

The real disgrace of the volume in this respect, however, is the closing Bibliography. In the ‘Primary Musical

Sources of Mozart’s Sonatas’ the editions of k330 and k333 appear in reverse chronological order; the ‘Selected

Modern Editions of Mozart’s Sonatas’ strangely includes the new Peters edition of the violin sonatas, but

not the Wiener Urtext of the piano sonatas; the ‘Discography’ omits the complete recording of the sonatas

on fortepiano by Malcolm Bilson. (The name of Professor Bilson, one of the first exponents of the his-

torical performance of keyboard music of the classical period, and still among its leading representatives,

is oddly absent from the pages of Irving’s book.)

The gross errors in the ‘General Listing of Works Cited’ are at times hard to believe: Harvard appears as

a city, the site of Harvard University Press; Eulenburg is substituted for Norton (!) as the publisher of the

renowned English translation of C. P. E. Bach’s Versuch ; the original title of the same is capitalized in the

wrong way throughout the book (‘. . . Wahre Art . . .’); James Hepokoski’s and Warren Darcy’s vast Elements

of Sonata Theory (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006) is retitled Element of Sonata Theory, again not

only in the Bibliography, but throughout the volume. The total confusion in the listed items of Bilson’s

publications, where the printed lines are tangled and the author’s name reads as ‘Michael Bilson’, makes

one wish for a published list of errata which could be appended to the volume.

Lamentable production standards aside, Irving’s second treatment of Mozart’s keyboard sonatas is highly

recommended reading for practical musicians, and pianists in particular. To the initiated, some aspects

will be familiar, but there are plenty of ideas here that will be stimulating for teachers and students alike.

‘Happily,’ Irving confesses in his Preface, ‘I have not yet discovered how to reconcile studying and playing

Mozart’s music. Were I to do so, the enjoyment of trying would have ended, and the provisionality of
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meaning that inhabits every page of Mozart’s sonatas would have been missed’ (ix). Inasmuch as we are all

on the way to such a reconciliation, this slender volume might be a useful travelling companion.

katalin komlós
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The long history of the British music press stretches back as far as the seventeenth century, with references

to music appearing in general newspapers in London and the provinces from the 1660s onwards (Michael

Tilmouth, ‘A Calendar of References to Music in Newspapers Published in London and the Provinces,

1660–1719’, Royal Musical Association Research Chronicle 1 (1961), ii–vii and 1–107) and serious theoretical

work garnering the interest of specialist periodicals such as Philosophical Transactions from the 1670s.

As Leanne Langley points out in her seminal thesis ‘The English Musical Journal in the Early Nineteenth

Century’ (PhD dissertation, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1983), from the 1690s music

became a regular feature of the Gentleman’s Journal and other literary miscellanies. From the eighteenth

century music became a common feature of such magazines, often including scores as well as articles about

music. The London Magazine, or, Gentleman’s Monthly Intelligencer and its competitor the Gentleman’s

Magazine both published songs and various musical communications. Later in the century the business of

music criticism became increasingly professionalized, with many professional or semi-professional musicians

among the contributors, some of whom remain towering figures in the history of music. Charles Burney was

a regular contributor to the Monthly Review, for instance, the choice of this rather than a specialist music

publication reflecting the greater prestige of literary journals within the eighteenth-century press. Numerous

others in his circle, including William Bewley, Thomas Twining, George Colman and Samuel Crisp, appear

as reviewers in the press at this time (Langley, 16).

It was Henry Playford who established what was arguably the first music periodical in Britain, the

monthly serial Mercurius Musicus (1700). Following Playford’s pattern, the serial format became standard;

later publications reflecting this from the middle of the eighteenth century include British Melody; or, the

Monthly Musical Magazine and later Monthly Melody; or, Polite Amusement for Gentlemen and Ladies. Richard

Snagg’s New Musical and Universal Magazine, first published in 1774, began to cover music from its ninth

issue, but this feature was not widely imitated except in some music magazines from 1783 to 1785. By the

end of the century serious interest in writing on music had become largely the preserve of literary magazines,

and in the nineteenth century the domain of journals like The Edinburgh Review, the Quarterly Review and

the Westminster Review.

With growing competition from these and new journals such as the Repository of Arts and the London

Magazine, the success of new publishing ventures in music magazines was precarious. Between 1800 and

1845 there were twenty-nine specialist music journals; from 1823 there were almost always two journals

being published simultaneously, if not five or six; and to the end of 1845 the average life span of a music

journal was just two years and four months (Langley, 54). A. F. C. Kollman’s Quarterly Musical Register

(1812), the subject of Michael Kassler’s annotated edition, is one such casualty. It was the first English music

periodical to publish on a quarterly basis; its content was mostly historical and theoretical; and it was the
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